Kimberly Ann Hodes
July 22, 1968 - May 2, 2021

Kimberly Hodes aka SuperKim passed away Sunday May 2nd after fiercely battling
cancer for over 14 years. She was surrounded by her mom, Mary and sisters Debbie and
Lisa. She wanted her friends and family to know how much she loved them and that she
was not in pain and at peace.
After graduating from FIT and working in NYC and NJ, it was family that brought her to
NC. Kim cherished her role as Aunt to Tyler and Joshua and earned the nickname
SuperKim for being an extraordinary gift in their lives.
Kim was an Executive Assistant for KDY Automation. She loved her job and the people
she worked with and credits them for their incredible support over the years. Throughout
her life, friends were very important to Kim. She firmly believed that “to have friends, you
have to be a friend”.
Kim believed in experiences, not things. Passions included traveling around the world with
Lisa, giving her nephews adventures and memories not presents. hiking and exploring
with friends, vegan cooking, hooping and painting. She loved to share her creativity and
artistic gifts with others and supported causes to care for the planet and economic
development including Heifer International.
Kim was most proud of her family and the amazing friendships she built over the years
and while she left us too soon she taught us so much.
In lieu of flowers, it was Kim's wish that people make a donation to a charity of their choice
in her name.

Comments

“

1 file added to the tribute wall

L.A. Taylor - May 08 at 04:32 PM

“

Remembering Telluride, Colorado. The first night we were there I got altitude
sickness; she literally stood next to me and held my hair as I puked in the toilet for
most the evening. 🤣 the next day I felt much better, so we went on our planned
hike. Coming from sea level, we thought we were holding our own and feeling very
self satisfied until we got passed by a local woman who was *very* pregnant power
hiking it up the trail, booking it straight up the mountain! Passed us like we were
turtles walking through mud.

L.A. Taylor - May 07 at 05:47 PM

